NOTES:
1. MINIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CONTROL PANEL AND COLLECTION TANK 10m.
2. If < 5m, THEN CONTROL PANEL TO BE POSITIONED < 0.3m FROM WELL OR PUMPING PUMP TO AVOID ABOVE 1 IN 100 YEAR FLOOD LEVEL. AT MINIMUM DEPTH OF 0.5m ABOVE GROUND LEVEL, REFER PSS-1102-F FOR DETAILS.
3. GALVANISED STEEL CABLE COVERS TO BE PLACED OVER ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS BETWEEN CONTROL PANEL AND WHERE THE CONTROL PANEL ENDS THE GROUND.
4. UPGRADE SWITCH TO BE A 200 AMP LOCKABLE WEATHER PROOF SWITCH SUCH AS A NAR 200 AMP LOCKING OR HUNTER WATER APPLIANCE EQUIVALENT.
5. MUST TO BE FROM SINGLE SIZED AGGREGATE.
6. PROPERTY OWNER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INSTALLATION AND ONGOING COST OF POWER SUPPLY TO THE CONTROL PANEL.